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Abstract. A class of Petri nets, called normal Petri nets, is introduced, and it is shown that, for 
each initial marking, the reachability set of a normal marked Petri :let is an effectively computable 
semilinear set. More generally, we show that the reachability St.-t of a marked Pe:ri net is an 
effectively computable semilinear set unless the total ncmber of tokens in a minimal circuit is 
decreased to 0 We also show that a Petri net is normal if and only if it is weakly persistent for 
each initial marking without token-free circuits. 
1. Introduction 
Petri nets have been studied as models of systems of asynchronous concurrent 
computations. En the study of Petri nets, the reachability set (i.e., the set of markings 
reachable from the initial marking) has been brought to the attention as a characteris- 
tic of easth system. 
The reachability set of a marked Petri net may be very complicated. Hack [S] has 
shown that the equivalence problem for the reachability sets of arbztrary marked 
Petri nets is undecidable. On the other hand, for some subclasses the reachability 
sets have bren shown to be semilinear; for example, five-iiimensiona: vector addi- 
tion systems [6], reversible Pe:ri nets [I], persistent nets (4, 8, 91 2nd weakly persis- 
tent nets [lo]. For these classes, the effective procedures to find the description of 
the reachability set in the form of a scmil:‘near set are given. Ther<fo:e, the equiva- 
lence problem of the reachability sets and the reachability problem are decidable for 
t hew classes. 
In this paper we first g,tudy sufficient conditions for a Petri net t9 have a semilinear 
reachability set, with an approach different from th.2 above studies. We show that 
the reachability set of a marked Petri net is an effectively computable semilinear 
sPt unless the total number of tokens in a minimal circuit is decreased to 0 during the 
firings of transition sequences. 
From this result we can define a class of Petri nets, called normal Petri nets, SO 
that for each initial marking the reachability set of a normal Petri net is an effectively 
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computable semilinear set. Intuitively speaking, a Petri net is normal if the total 
number of tokens in a minimal circuit does not decrease by firing transitions. 
We also study some properties of normal Petri nets, and give a condition for a 
marked normal Petri net to be reversible. Finally, WC show that a Petri net is normal 
if and only if it is weakly persistent for each initial marking without token-free 
circuits. 
2. Definitions 
Let Z denote the set of integers, and N denote the set of nonnegative integers. 
Let Z” (FJ’) denote the set of all functions from a set X to Z (N). In this paper we 
mostly deal with the case where X IS a finite set, say (s,, x2, . . . AT,,}, and we identify 
a function f in Zx with the vector (.f’(.u,),f(x,), . . . ,j’(xn)). Then for functions . f 
and g and z in Z, the addition f+g, the scalar product $ and the partial order 
j+ g are defined componentwise as usual. When 0 is used as a function, it denotes 
the zero vector (0,. . . ,(I). So .f is in N” if and only if .f 2 0. 
A set R c_ N” is said to be !in~~, if there are c!ements .f;,, _fi _ . . . ,.f;; in My such that 
R = {j;, + i,_j; -+ . . . + i,,f;,] il, . . . , i,, are in IV}. 
A set R is said to be scmilinetzr if R is a finite union of linear sets. 
A Pre.shurger_fhrmula is a first-order formula over H whose only atomic formulas 
are of the form .Y + y = z, z s _V and s - i where i is a constant and x, y, z are variables. 
It is well known that if ~(s,, s,, . . . , A-,,) is a Presburger formula with free variables 
.I-, .Y:, . . . , x,,, then t11e set 
is semilinear [3f. 
A Petri net IV is a triple (f, T, A) where 1) is a finite set of pklcx~s, T a finite set 
of transitions, and A a funcrion G-om ( P x Tu T x P) to the set of nonnegative 
integers fW. The value A( a, 11) denotes th: number of art’s from II to b. In this paper 
we deal with the casle w!here each ~ilue A( 11, h) is 0 or I. Thilt is, a Petri net N is a 
bipartite graph. as Ike &I not ~11~ any multiple arcs in the graph. 
A mdk,~ m ol% h an assignment of tokens to the places, i.e., a function in 
Q”. A nwrkcd Petri net M - (N. III) is tl Petri net N with a marking nr, called the 
inifiul marking of hf. We Bornetimes write (I’, T, A, WI) for (N, M) when N =z (I-‘. T, A). 
A transition t of‘ a P<at;i net SK = (P, T, A) is ~~iwd~lc in ;i marking w if each input 
place of f (a place p such that A(p, 0 == 1) has at least one token in W. In this case, 
the transition t may jlre by removing one token from each input place of f and 
depositing one token into each output place of c (a place p such that .4(1, JI) - I ). 
hlorc preci~eli, a transition t of ;i Petri net X is fircable in 1~2 if m(p) 2 A( p, f) for 
each ;A_ux p. If‘ t tires, the wulting marking is the rq;irking (OI +i\, \j twc 7 ( c- ‘;““I 
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I(p)=A(t,p)-A(p,t) foreachpin I? 
We extend t+e notion of firing to finite sequences of transitions. The empty 
sequence 4 is fireable in every marking m, and 2 = 0. For each t in T and w in T”‘, 
tw = 7 + \?, and the sequence cw is fireable in r~ if t is fireable in m and w is fireable 
in (m +i). Then the resulting marking by firing a sequence w in a marking m is 
(m + ti). 
For a marked Petri net M = (IV, m), the reachability set R(M) is the set of mar kings 
reachable from the ‘nitial marking m, i.e., f?(M) = {m + @I w in T* is fireable in m}. 
It is also written as R( IV, m). 
Assume a transition sequence ~9 fires in a marking m. Note that the change W in 
the marking caused by firing u’ is independent of the original marking m. Moreover, 
while the order of transitions in WV affects the fireability of w in m, the change M’, 
itself depends on the number of occurrences in M’ of each transition. These observa- 
tions lead us to the following notions. 
The Parikh mapping \I/: T” *f-VT is defined by 
V’\ )v;(!; 2 (t+e number of occurrences of I in M’). 
If \I/( W) 2 V’tw’), theI. we say that \VCODOY M’ and write u-3 4. When V(M~) = p( w’), 
we say that M’ is a rearrangement of M!‘, and write M! = ~9’. 
Let N = (P, T, A) be a Petri net. We define the function A:NT + Z’, by A(f) = 
r’ ,I* J(f)i. Clearly, A is a linear function. Since W = A( !P( w)), if a marking m’ is 
reachable from a marking m, then m’ = m + A(f) for some f in NT. 
Since Petri nets are bipartite graphs, we can use graph-theoretical terms for Petri 
nets. A path c of a Petri net N = (P, T, A) is a word a, a2 . . . a,, in (Pu T)” such 
that A(a,, a, + I) = 1 for all i, I 6 i .---- n. A path a, a2 . . . a, is called a circuit if a,, = a,. 
For a circuit c and a marking an, the token count m(c) of c in m is the total number 
of tokens in the places in the circuit C, i.e., m(c) = ‘& in (’ m(p). A circuit c is said to 
be token+ee in m if m(c) = 0. 
3. Normal Petri nets 
In this section we study sufficient conditions for a marked Petri net to have a 
s;elGlinear reachability set, and, then, give the definition of a normal Petri net. 
Let hl - ( I), T, A, m) be a marked Petri net and w be a sequence of transitions. 
Assume rn + ti ,> 0 and no transition contained in u’ is fireable in nz. Then we can 
show that there exists a token-free circuit p1 t, p2 t2.. . p,,tnpr, such that t, t2.. . t, is 
covered by M’. Hence, if a Petri net A’ has no token-free circuit in every marking 
reachaP,le from m, then a rearrangement of w is fireable in rn if and only if (m + M’) 2 0. 
Lemma 3.1. Let M = (P, T, A, m) be a marked Petri net. Let w be a tranxition sequence 
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such that m + rji, a 0 and no transition occurring in w is jireable in m. Then there exists 
a token-_free circuit c = pI t, . . . p,,t,,p, in m, such that t, . . . t,, is cooered by w. 
Proof. Let t be a transition occurring in w. Since : is not fireable in m, there exists 
a place p such that p is token-free (i.e., m(p) = 0) and is an input place of 
t (A( p, t) = 1). Since 
(m+@)(p)= G(P)= C WWt)(A(t,p)-A(p, t))aO, 
rc l- 
A( t’, p) = 1 for some t’ occurring in sv. Since t’ is not fireable in nt, t’ has a token-free 
input place p’, and so on. Consequently we cdn get a token-free circuit c = 
4PJrl..* t’,p, t, such that tl . . . t, s w. Cl 
Lemma 3.2. Let M = (P, T, A, m) be a marked Petri net. For each w in T”, a rearrunge- 
ment oj’ w is jireable in m [f: 
(1) m +E~sO, and 
(2) for each sequence ujireable in m and each circuit c = p, t, . . . pnt,,pI, (f‘ut, . . . t,, s 
MY, then the token count oj’c is positive in the marking (m + ti). 
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on the length of N: If 1%’ =e, it is clear. If 
1%’ f e, then, from Lemma 3.1, there exists a transition t which occurs in w and is 
fireable in m. Let M’ = tutu’. Then (I) (!I +r)+s 2 0, and (m t-i) and 1~~’ satisfy 
condition (2). By the induction hypothesis a rearrangement o of IJU is fireable in 
(m +-i). Thus tt! is a rearrangement of NV and is fireable in nr. U 
Theorem 3.3. !{a marked Petri net M = (P, T, A, m) has no token,/& 1 iwcits irt ever\- 
reuchable mar-king, then the reachability set R(M) is semilinear and 
R( M) = { m’ 1 m’ = m + A(f) 3 0 jbr somej‘in N ’ }. 
Proof. By kcmma 3.2, ~1’ is reachable from 1~ if and only if IN’ = 1~1 -t r‘i for some 
M’ in T”, 01’ equivalently, IFI’ = IFI + A(,/‘) for somej’in f$J ‘. Since A is a linear function, 
g_fm’ L= m +4(J) is a Presburger formula and R( M 1 is a semilinear set. TTi 
Example 3.4. Let RI = (( 1 , 2, 3), {s, 1. u}, A, (0, 0, I )) be ;j marked Petri net :is shown 
in Fig. I. Since the token count of’ each circuit is positive in all reachable markings. 
w here 
Hence, 
K( 111) II {rn’; 1??’ .z ( E-- A, i-i--k, 1 - i +jtk’t-‘Oforsome i,j, k -0). 
_ 
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Fig. I. 
Now, we show that the reachability set is semilinear un!ess the token count of a 
minimal circuit in the net decreases to 0. A circuit c of a Petri net N is said to be 
minimal if the set of paces in c does not properly include the set of places in any 
other circuit. A circuit t” of a marked Petri net M = (IV, m) is said to be sinkless, if 
the token count of c is not decreased to 0 by firing transitions, i.e., if, for a marking 
m’ reachable from m, and m” reachable from m’, m’(c) > 0 implies m”(c) > 0. A 
marked Petri net M is sinkless if each minimal circuit of m is sinkless. 
For each marking m, let F(m) denote the set of token-free minimal circuits in m. 
Then, a n-. irked petri net M = (IV, m) is sinkless if F( m + a) c F( m i- W) for each 
sequence ;t W’ fireable in MI. 
Theorem 3.5. !#‘a marked Petri net M = ( P, T, A, m,) is sinklev, then we can efectiu&* 
c80mprttc he reachability set of M in the *form of a semilinear set. 
Prtrof. Let m be a reachable marking of M and H be the set of markings that are 
reachable from m without firing the transitions in circuits in F(m). Note that to fire 
a transition in a minimal circuit of M, one must make the token count of the circuit 
positive, and once one does it the token count of the circuit is positive in all 
subsequent markings. Let m’ be a marking reachable from m. If F(m’) = F(m), then 
m’ is in If. If F(m’) 5 F(m), then m’ is reachable from m via m” such that m” is in 
N and F( m”) 5 F(m). 
Hence, for each subset C of F(m,,), we can inductively construct a formula 
II, (m, m’) that means: m is reachable from m, provided that m is a reachable 
) = C, as follows . . marking of M and F(m 
II,,(m, m') IL f:, 
;tnd 
) (m, m’) 
fI,.(nr, tn’)= &(m, m’)v v (3m’TJm, m”)r\ 3,+n”)r\ &(m”, m’)) 
(“‘G C’ 
where J,.(W) is a formula which means that F(m) = C, and &-( m, m’) is a formula 
which means that m is reachable from ?I without firing the transitions in the circuits 
in C, provided that m is a reachable marking of M and F(m) = C. 
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To show that the formula I&(,,& m,, m’) is expressible in Presburger arithmetic, 
it is sufficient to show that, for each C’, &(m, m') and A,(m) are expressible in 
Presburger arithmetic. Since F(m) = C, 17.-( m, m’) is true if and only if m' = 
m + A(S) 2 0 for some ,f in f@ such that f(t) = 0 for each transition t in each circuit 
in C’, from Lemma 3.2. Since A is a linear function, &.(m, m') is expressible in 
Presburger arithmetic. The formula A,.(m) is also expressible in Presburger arith- 
metic as follows: 
A<.(m)= A A m(p)=0 p\ /\ 
C’C ‘ ( p in c ) ( 
‘~~ v m(P)- l 
* p in c > 
Herice h-,,,,,h, m’) is expressible in Presburger arithmetic, and the reachability 
set is semilinear. q 
Wow we define a normal Petri net. A Petri net IV is nor~~~l if, for each minimal 
circuit c and each transition t in IV, Cplllc r( p)~ 0. Hence, iii a normal Petri net, if 
a transition t has an input place in a minimal circuit c, then t has an output place 
in c Note that a conflict-free Petri net is normal [7]. 
Theorem 3.6. Let N be a Petri net. The jdlowing .fhru conditions ore equivalent: 
(I) N is normal. 
(2) M = ( N, m) is sinkless .fiw each initial marking m. 
(3) !f’ Q marking m has no token--free circuits, then tlwrc~ do not esist tokw+rw 
circuits in erwy marking rtwhable .fhm m. 
(4) !f‘a trctnsition t has an input place in a minimal t*ircwit c, thcrl t has ati output 
phw in c 
Proof. It is easy to show that (I) implies (2). and (2) implies (3). Let N = (P, T, A). 
To show that (3) implies (3), assume that there exist a minimal circuit c = 
/4 4 ’ * - p,,t,,p, and a transition t in h’ such that A( p,, f) = 1 and .4( t, p,) = 0 for my 
i. Define 3 marking ~‘TI as follows: 
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is represented as follows : 
R(N, m)=(m’~m t = m + A(f) 2 0 for some f in N’). 
Proof. The proof clearly follows from Theorems 3.3, 3.5 and 3.6. El 
Example 3.8. Let N = ({ 1,2} , (s, t, u}, A) be a Petri net as shown in Fig. 2. N has 
one minhs! circuit c = 2~2, and N is normal. The formulas ZI&n, m’) and 
r(- (m, m’) are represented as follows: 
~,Jm,m’~==&,(m,m’)=3~0’3/‘~03k~0m’=m+i~+ji+kii~0, 
T(,.l(m, m’) = 3 > 0 3j 2 0 177’ =m + iS +J++ 2 0 
and 
Ilr, ,( m, n2’) = lTicl( nz, m’) v (3rd I;( ,( m, d’) A m”(2) > 0 A I~Jm”, m’)), 
where 
S=(-l,O), I=(--I, 1) and fi=(l,O). -. 
Next, we show that, for a certain subclass of normal marked Petri nets, a marked 
Petri net M = (IV, m) is reoersihk, i.e., if m’ is reachable from m, then m is reachable 
from nr ‘. 
Tbcorem 3.9. Let M = ( I?, T, A, 111) be a normal marked Petri ntt. If each place of A4 
hs as nruy input aws as its output arcs, and m is a marking without token-free 
wwits, then 111 is rwersible. 
Proof. If m’ is reachable from m, then m’ = m + A(f) for somefin NT. Let g = ih -.F, 
where h is a constant function (1, 1, . . . , 1) and i is a sufficiently large integer SO 
that g 2 0. Since each place has as many input arcs as its output arcs, we have that 
A( II) = 0. Since A(g) = iA( h) - A(f) = --A(f), we have that m = VZ’ + A(g). Thus nz’ 
is reac’nable from ~1 by Theorems 3.6 and 3.7. El 
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A marked directed graph is a marked Petri net in which each place has exactly 
one input arc and one output arc [2]. In a marked directed graph, the token count 
of every circuit does not change by firing, and a marking is live if and only if the 
token count of each circuit is positive. Thus we can extend [2, Theorem 121, which 
states that a strongly connected marked directed graph with a live initial marking is 
reversible. 
Theorem 3.10. A marked directed graph with a live initial marking is reversible. 
4. Weakly persistent Petri nets and normal Petri nets 
In this section we show that a Petri net is normal if and only if it is weakly 
persistent for each initial marking without token-free circuits. A marked Petri net 
M = (IV, m) is said to be weak!c, persistent if, whenever w and w’ are fireable in m 
and w covers w’, there exists a rearrangement w’w” of w which is fireable in m. 
In [IO] it has been shown that the reachability set of a weakly persistent net is 
an effectively computable semilinear set, and that it is decidable whether a given 
marked Petri net is weakly persistent or not. 
Theorem 4.1. A Petri rjet N is normal ij‘and on 1~ if the marked Petri net M = ( IV, nr ) 
is weakly persistent jbr each marking m without token$ee circuits. 
Proof. ‘On!,? if’: Let w and w’ be fireable in a marking rrt without tcken-free circuit 
and W’S w. Since (m +?) has no token-free circuits. there exists a I”’ such that w“ 
is fireable in ( m +?) and w’w” = w. 
Vf’: Assume a Petri net N - (P, T’ A) is not normal. Then there exist a minimal 
. 
circuit c = pi 1, . . . p,:t,,p, and a transition I such that A( I), , I) = 1 and A.( t, p, ) = 0 for 
any i. Let k be a suf?iciently large integer. Define a marking m as follows: 
if p occurs in c and n(p, t) = I, 
ifpoccursin(*andA(p,+=O, 
if p does not occur in c 
Since c is minimal, !)I has no token-free circuits. Clearly t is fireable in 1~ and none 
of I,, . . . , I,, is fireable in ( ??J 4-T). Since c is minimal, .A( p,, t,) = 0 for all i,.j, i Ff.j. 
Therefore the sequence t, . . . t,it is tireable in nr for II sufficiently large integer k. 
Hence the marked Petri net M = (IV, m) is not weakly persistent. 61 
There exists a marked Petri net l - (N, rn), such that M is not weakly persistent, 
while the net N is normal. For example, the Petri net N shown in Fig. 2 is a normal 
Petri net. While s and tus are fireable in UI = (I, O), neither t nor M is fireable in 
( IPI + .f) = (0,O). Thus M = ( N, nr) is not weakly persistent. It is also easily shown 
that the class of weakly persistent nets and the class ofsinkless nets are incomparable. 
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Finally, we note a necessary condition for a Petri net to be weakly persistent for 
all initial markings. We can get a necessary condition which is slightly weaker than 
normality. In a normal Petri net, if a circuit c = pI f, . . . pnfnpl has a transition t such 
that A( p,, t) = 1 and A( t, p:i) = 0 for all i, 1 s is n, then c is not minimal. That c is 
not minimal means that there exists a path pitpi for some i, j, i + 1 # j. But in the 
proof of the ‘if part’ of Theorem 4.1 we have shown that M = (‘IV, m) is not weakly 
persistent for some m, if there exist a circuit c = pl t, . . . pnfnpl and a transition t 
such thai At p,, !) = 1, A( 1, p,) = 0 for all i, and A( p,, 4) = 0 for all i,j, i #j. Hence 
we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 4,2. Let N = (P, T, A) be a Pefri net such that for each initial marking 
m, M = (N, m) is weakly persisfenf. For each circuit c = pI f, . . . p,,t,,p, in N, if there 
exists a fmrrsifion t sucjh that A(p, , t) = I, and A( f, pi) = 0 Jor all i, 1 s i s n, then 
A@,, f,)= 1 .for some i,j, i#j. 
Remark 4.3. In this paper we place the restriction on Petri nets that there do not 
exist multiple arcs between places and transitions. But it is not essential to prohibit 
the multiple arcs from transitions to places. Allowing them we can get similar results 
(of course except Theorem 3.10) with minor modifications in the proofs. On the 
other hand, if we allow the multiple arc 3 ,I;-om places to transitions, we may need 
more involved arguments. 
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